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Request to CCE
This task group needs input from CCE to make 
the IUPAC Periodic Table of the Isotopes as 
useful as possible in the classroom.
The task group needs responses relatively soon 
so that we can complete this product by the end 
of the year.
At the end of this PowerPoint presentation are a 
few questions for CCE.



IUPAC Periodic Table of the Isotopes
We envision that the table of isotopes paper will consist of 
the following (We are not yet authorized by IUPAC to 
produce a web product):
1. A color-coded periodic table that explains:

– all elements are made up of radioactive isotopes, and that many of these 
elements have stable isotopes

– what are atomic weights, and why atomic weights may not be constants of nature
– isotope processes and principles, including radioactive decay, fractionation of 

isotopes, nucleosynthesis, etc.
– practical uses of isotopes, a few of which include:

isotopes in medical diagnosis and treatment
isotopes in industry
geochronology
isotopes in forensic sciences
stable isotope variation and Earth-system processes, e.g., climate change

2. A “basic” data page and an “applications” page for each 
of the 118 elements



What follows?
Following are early drafts of basic data pages and application 
pages for three elements:

mercury
– example of an element that has two or more stable isotopes and 

the atomic weight is not a constant of nature
– atomic weight depends upon the mole fractions of the isotopes in 

a particular sample
arsenic

– example of an element with a single stable isotope
– atomic weight is a constant of nature because the mole fraction 

of the stable isotope is 1

americium
– example of an element with no stable isotopes
– has no standard atomic weight



Draft main page



Hg basic 
data page



Application page example for mercury
198Hg, 200Hg, and 202Hg 
are stable isotopes that can 
be used in emission and 
deposition studies of Hg in 
aquatic and terrestrial 
ecosystems. For example, 
different isotopes of 
mercury are added to the 
upland for run-off 
evaluation, to the lake for 
direct deposition analysis, 
and to the wetland for 
outflow-contribution 
analysis to determine the 
entry route of mercury to an 
ecosystem and to show 
these different entry routes 
can affect Hg accumulation 
in local fish populations. 

Reference:
http://www.tracesciences.com/hg.htm
http://www.biology.ualberta.ca/metaalicus/metaalicus.htm

Stable mercury isotopes are being used to evaluate 
direct deposition, upland runoff, and wetland outflow 
contributions to fish mercury levels.

Isotopes in the environment:

http://www.tracesciences.com/hg.htm�
http://www.biology.ualberta.ca/metaalicus/metaalicus.htm�


As basic 
data page



Application page example for arsenic
Isotopes in medicine:
 72As and 74As are positron emitters that have long half-

lives (26 hr and 17.77 d, respectively) and are a 
valuable asset in molecular imaging in vivo. These 
isotopes can be designed to bind to monoclonal 
antibodies (mab), which attach to and accumulate in 
tumors of interest. Once the mabs attach to the tumor, 
the 72As or 74As labeled ligands bind to the mabs and 
positron emission tomography (PET) is used to visualize 
the exact location of the tumor. 

PET is a method of imaging where a positron-emitting 
radioisotope is injected and accumulates in the target 
tissue. Positrons are emitted as the isotope decays, 
immediately bombarding nearby electrons, resulting in 
two identifiable gamma particles emitted in opposite 
directions. These gamma particles can be detected by a 
PET camera to provide precise information about their 
origin and the location of the tumor. 

Reference:
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science?_ob=ArticleURL&_udi=B6TJM-4KXF23G-
2&_user=696292&_rdoc=1&_fmt=&_orig=search&_sort=d&_docanchor=&view=c&_searchStrId=1095311718&_rerunOrigin=google&_acct=C000038819&_version=1&_urlVersion=0&_userid=69629
2&md5=1e804ab8d7f29545283868cde5615c33
http://www.sciencedirect.com.ezproxy.umuc.edu/science?_ob=MImg&_imagekey=B6TJM-4KXF23G-2-
1&_cdi=5314&_user=961261&_orig=search&_coverDate=12%2F20%2F2006&_sk=994309997&view=c&wchp=dGLbVlb-zSkzV&md5=47b6f25874eae9fa4ef1fb2a25bfe6e9&ie=/sdarticle.pdf
(From ScienceDirect Database)
http://www.ornl.gov/sci/isotopes/isotopenews01.pdf
http://www.ne.doe.gov/isotopes/neIsotopes2eMedical.html
http://toxsci.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/reprint/34/2/240.pdf

PET scan of a rat with tumors. An 
x-ray image of the rat is overlaid 
on the scan.  
© Jennewein et al
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Am basic 
data page



Application page example for americium

Reference:
http://www.ead.anl.gov/pub/doc/Americium.pdf
http://images.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://www.iop.org/activity/education/Projects/Teaching%2520Advanced%2520Physics/Atomic%2520and%2520Nuclei/Images%2520500/img_m
id_5295.gif&imgrefurl=http://www.iop.org/activity/education/Projects/Teaching%2520Advanced%2520Physics/Atomic%2520and%2520Nuclei/Radioactivity/page_5479.html&usg=__
lJnAQNinw6hw5TqfjmJIYf3ISzs=&h=201&w=586&sz=15&hl=en&start=12&tbnid=ltNvZMotTyZ9vM:&tbnh=46&tbnw=135&prev=/images%3Fq%3Damericium%2B241%2Bsmoke%2
Bdetectors%2B%252BDiagram%26gbv%3D2%26hl%3Den%26safe%3Dactive
http://www.sciencelearn.org.nz/contexts/just_elemental/sci_media/images/smoke_detector_operation
http://wwwreno.nrc-cnrc.gc.ca/eng/education/elements/el/am.html

Isotopes in the home:

Americium-241 is used in smoke detectors 
as an ionization source to detect smoke. 
A small piece of americium-241 oxide is 
inside all such smoke detectors. The 
americium compound gives off alpha 
particles that strike air molecules, causing 
them to break apart into electrically charged 
pieces called ions. These ions help carry a 
current from one side of the detector to the 
other, flowing continuously when only air is 
present. The alarm sounds if the current is 
disrupted by smoke in the detector, which 
absorbs the americium-241 alpha particles, 
resulting in an incomplete circuit.

Smoke detectors in operation
a.

b.
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Question 1
We want to emphasize why (and which) isotopes of an 
element are important in everyday life by giving 
examples. There are 2 possibilities.
1. We can repeat explanations, as needed, on each element 

page.
2. Alternatively, to avoid repeating techniques that are used 

for many elements, we can provide explanations of each 
technique once in the introduction and then refer to specific 
applications on each element page, as needed.

Would this repetition of subject material 
(choice #1 above) be preferable for student 
comprehension, or is #2 the best approach?



Question 2

Our concern now is that we might be trying to 
include too much material in a restricted 
“paper” product.
We are concerned that we may still suffer from 
the urge to include “everything” that any 
“expert” might wish to know rather than what 
competency or skill the student should retain 
after being exposed to the material.

How much material should be included 
in the introduction for students?



Question about the teachers’ guide

How much detail is preferred by the teacher?
Should mere references to background information be 
provided?
We are not planning to indicate uncertainties on the data 
provided. The use of uncertainties might be beyond the 
level of information normally presented to students and 
require additional explanations. Is this a reasonable 
assumption?
Where would the learning objectives for students be listed,  
and where would the competencies and skills that the 
students would be expected to have after completion of this 
course of material be provided?
Would this type of information appear in the teachers’ guide 
or would that information be provided somewhere else?



Question about the pilot study

What is involved in a pilot study, and do we need to 
provide anything beyond the material we are now 
preparing?
How is the necessary feedback to be obtained?
Most of our ideas involved the use of a web-site and a 
response button, but this study must precede any web 
application. What type of questions should be asked,  
and how should they be presented?
Are there things that we should be aware of in 
designing the feedback mechanism?
Who from CCE might be willing to guide or assist in this 
pilot study?



Questions about Face-book pages

The task group has briefly discussed the potential use of a 
face-book page to provide user interaction. Our concern is 
not the preparation of such a page, but rather maintenance 
of the page to keep it current at all times.
You (the Chairman of CCE) had suggested incorporating 
material on this Periodic Table of Isotopes on the IYC-2011 
face-book page. 

Does CCE have any thoughts about this proposal? 
Would students be inclined to make use of a Face-
book page, and would the effort be productive time-
wise?



Questions about timing and completion date

The task group has been asked by IUPAC Secretary 
General David Black to try to have our material ready for 
IYC-2011.  I know that your Committee has a group or sub-
committee for IYC-2011. 

Is there a method for attempting to incorporate our 
material within the whole IYC-2011 effort, beyond 
preparing material for a face-book page? 
Will adjustments be needed to tie-in the material with 
any IYC-2011 activities?
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